
 

LAC Revitalization Discussion 

August 19, 2010  

Commons 

Morning Session – In your experience, what are the conditions and characteristics which make powerful 

and positive learning experiences in liberal arts or general education? Many of us have participated in 

liberal arts or general education programs as part of our own education, or taught in such programs 

either at UNI or at other institutions. What educational experiences, as either learner or teacher, were 

most beneficial or influential? What made those experiences positive? 

Compiled Discussion Messages 

Subject: 
Table 1  

Topic: Morning Topic  

New thread for Table 23. Facilitator: Jay Lees. Scribe: Cyndi Dunn  

Subject: 
Table 2  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Subject: 
Table 03  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Facilitator: Cherin Lee 

Scribe: Susan Hill 

 

Need in order to be an educated person, and as a tool for elem. ed. majors, etc. How do we 

reconcile these? 

 

Many people don't know that the LAC is content for elem ed majors. How to think about this? 

 

How do we deal with students who say "why do I have to do this?" 

 

Didn't have a clue what the liberal arts is as an 18 year old freshman, and neither do our 

students. The best experiences have been with engaged faculty. Good faculty who care about 

what they're teaching. It's our task to convince them that they should care about it, too. 

 

Broadens out perspectives. Taking a Bible course in LAC broadened Merrie and Cherin's 

perspectives on the world, and engaged their thinking. Critical thinking is crucial. 

 

As a student, the best thing was when major professors modeled interest in subjects other than 
what they're teaching.  

Every institution has great teachers, and we want to get those people in front of the students. 

 

I don't think there's a magic Liberal Arts curriculum. Likes to see open-endedness in teaching 

with options and questioning. Students often aren't able to make an argument. Don't know how 

to assess information, etc. Critical thinking crucial. A lot of the course we have emphasize critical 

thinking, and John would like to see more of it. 

 

We need to foster in our students a sense of exploration, curiosity, that they have the power to 

be a learner. 

 



If GE is a four-year experience, we can gauge growth in students. 

 

First year seminar focused on writing and oral communication using a particular topic. Not an 

introduction to a major. 

 

Spread out the LAC over four years. They mature mentally, and it's more valuable that way. This 

allows you to have viewpoints as your education goes on. 

 

THE CORE CURRICULUM SHOULD BE A CURRICULUM OF FOUR YEARS. 

 

We could also require even transfer students to take courses here. 

 

Especially in science, students need to take courses in the last few years.  

Perhaps some people at the jr/sr level could opt out but if you allow best writers out they can't 
enrich educational experience  

Complaints about quality of writing in seniors but what if writing is the major component;what 

are we known for 

 
Small classes are important helps to improve writing--need to see the entire writing process  

Agree as a faculty we emphasize writing.  

 
Writing is critical skill and students becoming used to communicating in 140 characters or less  

Literacy is a key and people are struggling at the K-12 level. That impacts our student skills. 

Takes a lot of work. 

 

Writing across curriculum --- help train students.  

 
Embarrassing sometime student writing skills.  

Writing is part of practice. The Shallows (Nicholas Carr) 

"Why Google is Making us Stupid" 

 

Disconnecting from electronic media.  

 

Good for a freshman read. Connection between writing and thinking. Learning is enhanced by 
writing.  

The lightbulb goes off. Student struggles with something and then they get it. 

 

Reading & writing difficult  

 

Rigor & challenge is important -- high expectations  

"Greater Expectations" (AAC&U project on liberal arts education)  

Setting high expectations -- moving everyone to a new plain. Do we know our students well? 
Professor connected to students  

Oral exams; being able to talk about the course material with the professor. Engagement in the 
subject.  

Why it matters is very important to get across to students. Experiences tied to reading and 
thinking--experiential and reflective learning--is important.  

The Great Books were important and have always stuck with me. Texts are out there that stick 
with people.  



What are the meaningful texts for today's students? Classical texts are still meaningful if they're 

presented well. Students may be disappointed with a lack of rigor, if they're presented with 
"hoops" to get through. Students are afraid of rigor, but can be encouraged to be rigorous.  

Rigor and relevance. The old classics still matter, but contextualize it to today. Why does this 
matter to me?  

Opportunity for creativity and interest 

 

Not sure what captures imagination. 

 
Afraid to take a chance.  

Pressure for cheaper education. Pressure for everyone to go to college.  

Summary: 

Critical Thinking 

Passionate teachers and teaching 

Mind-expanding/exposure to different ideas 

Spread over four years--some jr./sr. required courses 

interdisciplinary 

include writing at multiple levels 

writing is linked to thinking 

curiosity 

Rigor--througout the entire program, contextualize for relevance, challenging without 

overwhelming 

clarity to the student about why we are doing liberal arts--marketing--why are you coming to 
UNI?  

Subject: 
Table 04  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Freshman course that combined lit/writing and research - found out that you could improve your 
writing. Honest feedback about writing, and working on it. 

Facilitator - Kavita Dhanwada 
Scribe - Siobahn Morgan  

First year class (18 students) - small size important, or the opportunities for breakouts.  

Freshman seminar program - small class (15-20), teaching any topic, common requirement for 
writing, speech, critical reading.  

Freshmen starting before rest of students, topical course, met before term and during term, a 
humanities course taught by a chemist! Common interest of students for topic.  

Large university experience - read David Demby(?) book about his first year at Columbia. Book 

about the engaging with idea, books in curriuculum. Course taught in large group lecture format. 
Instructor strength is vital.  

Large university experience - list of courses options similar to UNI. Common courses required by 

all - Am History, Pol Sci required. Also require a science, math, fine arts, etc. Need a common 
core amongst the options.  

Lib Arts College - Placement of students in courses based upon test scores and grades, so those 

that need remedial work placed in those courses, so those that needed higher levels of help got 
it.  

Not testing out of all classes - taking a full year of writing would be helpful for all students, 
particularly if students placed in different level courses. Skill based courses needed.  



Content areas can be introductory level (to provide students with information about careers), 
while skills courses can help all students. 

Core Experience - something shared by all students. But this is also beyond the classroom 

(speakers, activities). 

 

Critical skills also needed, as well as application of these skills (don't just teach the skills but also 
have them use them through out).  

"Freshman Book" - common theme for the year used in a variety of courses (not just the english 

and lit classes). 

 

Writing in the major courses - there are so many different formats. Can 620:005 teach all writing 

styles? 

 
Oral Comm (48C:001) have common requirements of the students (across all sections).  

Freshman classes - teaching them is great - small enough to work with them individually. They 

made progress.  

Teach the teachers about how to run a freshman seminar course - learning assessment of 

writing, speaking, reading, etc. Take the time to provide support for the instructors of such 

courses. 

 

Small freshmen seminars make it a "co-hort" - and this stays with them throughout their 
education.  

Consistency across sections - same reading lists, same expectations for a course. 

Being engaged in something (give the students a common experience), need not be curricular. 

 

Can have a theme that involves multiple instructors, courses, departments, outside speakers - 

this would require long-range planning. Need not include all classes, but enough to provide 

options and opportunities. 

"literate" about a variety of things - statistics, writing, arts, science, etc. "Literacy" can be 

applied to a variety of topics/disciplines. Determine what you want them to be literate about and 
then design around that.  

Assessment can be built around "literacy". These can be measured if they are defined.  

Summary: 

Invest more resources early on - develop skills, critical thinking in some sort of common 

experience. Freshman level courses are CRITICAL!!! 

 

Can have a freshmen experience that includes those skills, in a small class setting. Common 

expectations, requirements, etc. 
Helps students come together as a group - will help their entire experience.  

Subject: 
Table 05  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Facilitator: Penny O'Connor 
Scribe: Jake Rudy  

First Discussion Question 

 

Q1: 



 

My experiences are two different ones...UG at a Big 10, vibe was an attitude of "get it out of the 

way". Having taught in the LAC one think I like is the diversity of student interests...I get 

everything from future teachers to future political scientists. A nice mix of students (of all ages) 

gives a good experience, because upper-level courses I tend to have a certain constituency.  

 

Comparing Big 10 and Big 12 institutions and "gen ed" requirements...broadly construed that 

there is no real common path. Are they "liberal arts" schools? Is it up to the student to make the 

experience personal at institutions that are so large?  

Q1: the connections with faculty and/or content is what's key. (Big 12)  

Q1: Courses where I could see myself going further, along with the courses that I connected to, 

are the ones that I remember. The experience could be hit-or-miss. I don't remember any 

explicit reason to take these courses, except maybe just to find a major. 

 

Selection could be an issue...students need to find something that piques their interests. (Aside 

from requirements) 

Q1: The breadth and commonality are both signatures of good programs. A really good selection, 

but maybe a common experience (core within a core) could be good. The buffet approach, to 
broaden horizons.  

Q1:  

 

The pre-1988 GenEd program had a much broader menu of courses.  

 

Math category: lots of math courses to choose from, and Logic.  

 

It looked more like a menu...a literal chunk of courses to choose from...it looked more 

appealing...  

Q1: as an UG, I liked the choice, but from an FoE perspective, a FYC would eliminate some of 
that choice? Is there a blend?  

Q1: My sections always fill up, so it may both help/harm professional development. Possibly an 
argument for expanding the options.  

Q1: In my UG career, we had GenEd courses in the C of LAS..."get through them" was the 

mentality. But the school went through a change, and an emphasis on FY and "why" have the 

program....from 6/7 choices to 30 choices. 

 

Did they change the approach to students? Connections between the categories?  

It was a matter of re-emphasis, at Orientation, and then followed up by a FYE 1credit course.  

 

Why LAC ed is important, and intro to university. 

15-20 students 

Q1: from small town, didn't fully understand the reasoning 

 

A lot of what I took didn't make sense until about 5 years out...music appreciation especially. 

Influenced my further out. 

 

The LAC courses need to also show connections (why, how it will enrich your life)...it would be 

hugely valuable.  



Q1: Can we all remember one course? 

 

I remember some elements...but I was so focused on "getting to my major" 

 

If i could change one thing about my UG experience, I wish I could have some classes when I 

was a freshman, etc. Because I would have been able to make those connections easier as I 

grew cognitively, not just when I'm a new 18yo. I wish I could go back and take some of those 

classes, and some of those courses that are offered here now. 

 

I didn't make connections, I made good grades. 

Q1: Regrets: any? 

 

Some do, some don't...depends on mentality. Was it "something to finish"?  

 

I regret placing out of so many of the GenEd courses. No matter what the AP test says, it's not 

the same experience.  

 

20 hours of credit isn't as rich an experience.  

Q1: What happens to Deciding students if we require certain courses for students? 

Q1: Sometimes the LAC does have an impact. "I want to do this for life."  

Q1: What is it that makes us remember those experiences? Content, size, faculty, pedagogy? 

 

 

Q1: What "teaching" elements do we do to maintain interest? 

 

Discussion, pass/fail work 

Q1: Memorable teaching experiences? 

 

Is it important to have breadth of content or a really good discussion of 2/3 of the content? 

 

When does it become simply a turf battle? 

 
Survey/exposure vs engaged/experience  

Q1: What's challenging....teaching about "Africa"  

 

I've had to prepare myself to teach things like politics, geography, etc.  

 

When students respond with what they're favorite part of the course is...it's pretty equally 

balanced amongst the topics.  

 
It becomes more difficult for me to teach.  

Q1: I wish there were both survey courses and an experiential course.  

Q1: The course outline can be daunting and stressful..."gotta keep moving". 

 

What is the impact of the 3 credit hour?  

Q1: How does teaching in the LAC relate to teaching in your field? 

 



My immediate thought is that I really enjoy the LAC courses...contact with the general 

population.  

 

Are LAC courses a recruiting tool for your major? 

 
Does it provide a mental balance? Yes, and for students too (not all major courses)  

Summary: Connections are important, just as are content and teaching style. Student and 
faculty perceptions of "why they're doing this".  

Summary...part two: Choice and range of courses available are also key.  

Table Six Participants: 

 

Deedee Heistad, 

April Chatham-Carpenter 

Penny O'Connor 

Laura Janik 

Justin Holmes 

Justin Lang 

Lyn Countryman 
Jake Rudy  

**Table Five**  

Subject: 
Table 06  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Facilitator - David Saunders 
Scribe - Chris Neuhaus  

Diversity of ideas presented in the classroom.  

Discussion and debates and student ability to participate.  

Create links from the known/familiar to the new/unfamiliar.  

Both the process of learning and the content/subject material need to be emphasized in equal 
measure.  

The challenge of interesting students (and parents) in topics and subjects that have no readily 
apparent payoff (job opportunities - practical applications).  

The challenge of convincing students (and parents) of the value of broad and rich liberal arts 
education.  

Dealing with the mindset that students feel they are "forced" to take liberal arts classes.  

The challenging of engaging students who take a class only because other courses were full 
(learning to appreciate the second choice .... learning to appreciate something new).  

The challenge of large classes and student engagement.  

Cornerstone classes (of small size) that allows (or strongly encourages) all students to 

participation topics of interest. With larger classes regularly break the class into smaller 

discussion groups.  

Must have outstanding educators in LAC.  

Students must be willing to experiment with topics outside their comfort zone ... or at least 
something new.  



Faculty and staff must consider and refer to the LAC as important and vital ... not remedial ... 
not "just" required ... not something to be gotten out of the way.  

Faculty must value the LAC. Must demonstrate their enthusiasm for liberal arts.  

Demonstrate that liberal arts education is better at UNI than at a Community College (or a High 
School).  

Encourage (require?) students to participate in or attend performances, talks, festivals, events 
on and off campus.  

Subject: 
Table 07  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Subject: 
Table 08  

Topic: Morning Topic  

      Comments 

This is a test comment :) 

Adding hands-on clean/renewable energy component to LAC has been a wonderful learning 
experience at CNS.  

Facilitator: Reg Pecan  

Scribe: Michelle Tichy 

The Iowa core curriculum requires transfer of knowledge across topics. 

Demands critical thinking skills. 

Helps to bring students out of their shell. 

This is the time to reduce the number of liberal arts courses so that they are more rigorous and 

relevant. 

Iowa Core: Iowa's take on 21st century skills and critical courses that are required to help 

students be prepared for the 21st century. 

Positive Learning experiences occur when students can connect or click with what they are 

learning in other fields with what they are focusing. 

Liberal arts at its best can be a moment of self-discovery and a chan ce to think critically about 

who they are and what they want to do with their life.  

Liberal arts can and does build confidence and sense of voice. 

Liberal arts help students to all be able to write, present, and clearly express ideas to others.  

Liberal arts can and do help students to make connections across fields.  
Liberal arts help students to become team members and good team players. 

Facilitator: Reg Pecan 

Scribe: Michelle Tichy 

Liberal arts are they kepo to opening doors to younger students to discover their calling. 

Reg had clear experiences with his Capstone classes as an eye opening oppurtunity for students 

as diverse as elementary education majors, to social workers, etc... 

The environmental technology class has been a great oppurtunity to expand the horizon of 

students and really make big picture connections.  

Liberal arts can and do create eye opening oppurtunities to travel to places as part of a class 

such as China and discuss pollution and other issues. 

Liberal arts classes allow both faculty and students to expannd their understanding of the world 

around themselves and to critically think. 

Liberal arts open up discussions on media bias, political empowerment, creation of personal 

voice, and inspiration to be active citizens.  

Active and engaged citizens can come out of well designed liberal arts classes. 

Need to find balance between rigor and relevance as well as broader liberal arts discussions. 

The power of the undergraduate liberal arts experience is from creating oppurtunities to go and 

see things first hand. 

Because of the global environment it is very important to get students to become culturally 



sensitive, culturally aware, accepting of diverse perspectives, and expand the horizons of every 

student. 

Bringing more faculty and students from more international and nationally diverse backgrounds. 

It is critical to create a richer and more diverse student and faculty population. 
Make sure that global awareness is a core element of the liberal arts at UNI. 

Facilitator: Reg Pecan 

Scribe: Michelle Tichy 

UNI can and should continue to bring diverse speakers to campus to broaden the perspectives of 

the students. 

 

Summary:We believe that liberal arts at their best are course that create Critical Thinking, that 

engages students in global active citizenship and expands students horizons through action 

learning and empowering oppurtunities. We believe that getting students out into the world is a 
crucial element of powerful and tranformative liberal arts oppurtunities.  

Subject: 
Table 09  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Facilitator: Michaela Rich 

Scribe: Sarah Montgomery 

 

Experiential Components are key. 

 

Qualitative part- 

When students have a chance to participate and engage. If they are not allowed to interact with 

one another, they have trouble making these connections on their own.  

 

starting with the process of admission, the info about UNI, orientation as well - including  

 

Some of the positive - students don't realize it until later when they are participating in society. 
How can we let students know how beneficial this can be...  

Capstone Class - Ethics and Communication 

Lets students delve into issues. 

 

Class size is crucial. Big class sizes make it difficult to facilitate the liberal arts experiences  

 

Public Universities - classes with hundreds of people, the ones that made the most impact - 

develop relationships with faculty member and with students 

 

there are a handful of those that come to mind, unfortunately not a lot 

 

those of us that have had large university experiences concur 

 

discussion groups within the 500 person lecture classes helped a lot 

 

small public institution - weren't that many large classes 

 

the liberal arts core there was so much smaller 

 

counting liberal arts classes into majors 

 

more larger classes at UNI in recent years 

 

we had to get out to university events, in the community 



 
field trip concept - that is what makes an impact, that is what you remember.  

It would be helpful if students knew the goals of the liberal arts core early on and understood it's 

importance as they moved through it. 

 

Often students are swamped with life and work, which is problematic - they can't really get 

involved or contribute fully...they are distracted. 

 

At college orientations - helicopter parents conversations.  

 

Some of the stuff about the liberal arts core comes from their families too -  

 

We need to differientiate between job training and life long learning/liberal arts core goals. 

Parents don't understand either... we need to do this as a faculty as well. 

 

Getting faculty together like we are doing now is really important - we need to  

 

I think in our majors we have a plethora of perspectives on the liberal arts core. 

 

In education it is a challenge because we are now having to dictate some of the LAC classes they 

take so they can get a license in the state. 

 

This is problematic - how can students have a chance to explore 

 

Capstone classes - may be most powerful classes students take. We worry that these will be the 

first part cut when LAC is revised. 

 

Financial issues - intro classes are cash cows 

 

Where is the leadership of the LAC? We don't have a dean of the LAC. There is no administrative 

structure for this - this is problematic. 

 

Any changes go through faculty senate - this is a real mess (curriculum changes).  

 

What is going well in our teaching? What should we capitalize on?  

 

Keeping class sizes small - we all concur. 

 

What do they need to share in common - LAC - some parts really integrate well. Others don't 

even connect 

 

There is no follow up - knowledge base, skill, set of attitudes - we move back to the checklist 

mantra. Students think they took college writing so now they are writers. Not true. 

 

We all want students to be able to write. We have students who cannot fully participate in 

deliberation/decision making.  

 

We need students to be able to debate, talk critically, analyze -  

 

We aren't doing media literacy very well at all. Students aren't really able to think critically 

 

learning how to learn - kids think college is an end. It's not - you are learning how to learn - it is 

a starting point 

 

life long learning  



 

choice - we want students to have choice...students vote on which courses are being offered ( 

this happened at one of our smaller institutions - "the history of asasination" - e.g.) 

 

nice to take classes outside of the major -  

 

what are you getting out of this - out of specific LAC classes 

 

We've had challenges at UNI with LAC decision making -  

 

SIZE matters - it affects everything. The bigger it gets, the harder  

 

size of the program as well -  

 

We want to teach citizenship - **** This is at the core - strong writers, readers, thinkers, 

deliberaters, thoughtful/active citizens... 

 

We want students to be strong thinkers -  

Take parts of the American Democracy project -  

 

Take the things that are working and build upon it... 

 

This gets into cultural issues - if you develop something new - you get money for it...creating 

new  

 

Experiences with our teaching - Principles of Chemistry 

 

Communication classes - civil discourse - civility 

 

We need more dialogue -  

 

Use citizenship goals throughout these classes!! 

 

Citizenship as an anchor for the LAC - 

-creating active citizens, strong writers, thinkers, folks who can analyze media/messages they 

are sent, how to talk to one another in a civil, thoughtful, critical way - how could we make this 

is a theme for the LAC? 

 

Jobs come and go - we need to help students understand 

 

Shift happens - You Tube video 

 

If we have these courses and students are engaging - a professor at UNI that influenced our 

facilitator (humanities professor - helped make these connections) he integrated things he did -  

 

If we have integrated curriculum - we need to sit students down and tell them the goals of the 

course - help them critically analyze  

 

There need to be multiple forms of assessment 

 

stewardship of resources - there is some real potential for shared experiences - COB speaker 

(DuPont woman) - all students could have used ideas from that talk 

 

we need fewer experiences, more shared experiences 

 



The first year experience is going to be a harder sell -  

 

It is going to take an overarching cultural institutional shift to make these changes 

 
We need some changes in communication around here...  

Subject: 
Table 10  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

facilitator: Martie Reineke 
scribe: Cate Palczewski  

having taught in LAC, and being a student here, the essential experience was to have my own 
thoughts be challenged. Need challenge in our lives  

Need safe environment for challenge to thoughts and beliefs. Need challenge and exploration.  

Profs needs to challenge students, and students need to be able to challenge profs.  

Having taught personal wellness, students do not see relevance. Need to show relevance of 
whatever we teach. Need to show importance.  

employers want more than just job skills -- they want people who can see different prespectives, 
and can think. They want more than technical skills.  

need Liberal Arts to be able to talk with clients, about more than banking, or economics, etc. Can 
you talk about favorite operas?  

need to do a better job getting students to understand long term benefits of LAC  

What are we? do students go to college to get an education as ticket to a job, or to become an 

educated person -- cultural literacy. Need to celebrate intellectual curiosity and engagement. We 

need to make clear we are not doing pre-professional training here. Preparation to be adaptable 
in the job market is important, but that is not the only focus of a college education.  

Class size is an essential condition.  

Should explore different teaching methodologies. Structure around inquiry. Explore these to be 
successful.  

Multiplicity of opportunities necessary. People comfortable with different levels/numbers of 

people (1, 2, 6, 15, 80 people). Even in large class can create dyads. Labs, as active learning 
with a lab partner, are memorable. Create a lab type environment.  

Not need to eliminate 100+ lectures. But that cannot be all that LAC is.  

Need place where folks who teach large lecture can share successful teaching techniques.  

small classes (no more than 16, preferably 12), especially in first year, in area outside major, 
with senior faculty, to acculurate students to college level thinking, writing, and speaking.  

anecdotal evidence, students who were having academic trouble, they were in large lecture 

classses where they could be anonymous. Small classes are an important safety net, esp. for 

students for whom UNI is a leap.  

need to see interconnections between classes, whether subject matter or skill (thinking, writing, 

speaking). How does core work together? Need major departments to make a commitment to 

extend training in key skills initially taught in LAC. Maybe think about 4 years of skills. Have 

courses designated as level 1, level 2, level 3, etc. Speeches taped every year, and can really 

see change from first year to final year. Keep writing portfolios. To see the growth. Makes all 
invested in LAC.  



Sequencing -- explain purpose of LAC. Explain purpose of why courses occur where they do.  

Doing LAC in linked theme. For example, how do sociologists, literary theorists, biologists, 

philosophers, political scietists think about freedom. Team teaching meant could see different 

type of thinkers talk to each other. Philosophers and biologists talk to each other. Got to see a 

good student (the profs) learn. Professors modeled how to learn, asking: I do not understand, 

explain more.  

Thematic capstone has been favorite teaching experience. 24 students, 19 majors. Students saw 

connections to their majors. It is fun. WHY is capstone beneficial? 

interdisciplinary 

can see connections to your major 

students have choice within the category 

Can see connections because prof asks students as their major to explain the connection 

(business person, explain x, accounting explain y) 
Critical thinking -- I do not care what you think. I care that you think.  

In first year, prof brings diversity in thinking. 

By senior year, students as majors can bring diversity of thinking.  

Profs need to create situations that challenge assumptions. Young people/college students tend 

to have a high degree of intellectual arrogance. Classes need to challenge that.  

We cannot play to the "relevance" test always, because some do not think that 20% of Pakistan 

is under water is relevent. We need to challenge how they define relevence. They need a global 
education.  

WE NEED TO CHALLENGE HOW STUDENTS DEFINE RELEVANCE. STUDENTS NEED A GLOBAL 

EDUCATION TO BROADEN CONCEPTIONS OF RELEVANCE.  

Former student, who had saved her religions of the worlds book, shared it with her husband who 

was a doctor who served many Indian Hindus in his practice. We need to make clear the globe is 

in Iowa. The globe is in their world. We make their perspective richer. It is not that their 
perspective is wrong, but that it is narrow.  

Need to continue to challenge ourselves! Not just our students. Are we really being effective?  

Summary: 

 

1. Make LAC relevant, but also redefine relevance. 

2. LAC extended acorss 4 years, so that foundational skills developed across all 4 years in major 

classes. 

3. small classes, esp. in first year, with senior faculty outside major to acculturate students to 
college level writing, thinking and speaking.  

Subject: 
Table 11  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Discussed if students need to know the same content or if methodology is most important  

LAc and college should be a rich intellectual experience  

need to have sensitivity to students' knowledge base and culture  

Be aware of developmental nature of learning, that kids learn the main words of society while in 

childhood but their understanding is naturally simplistic or limited. College's critical thinking tools 
give them perspective on their condition and chances to grow on the basis of their awareness  

Subject: Topic: Morning Topic  



Table 12  

Comments 

Facilitator: Gowri Betrabet-Gulwadi 
Scribe: Brenda Bass  

People (especially students) enter LAC classes with different expectations since it is "required" 

which can set up hurdles, because they don't always see the relevancy of liberal arts education 

today. Therefore, making it a positive experience for students needs to first overcome that 
perspective.  

The LAC curriculum needs to focus on core competencies, but needs to stay up to date and 
relevant for current times in order for students to see the value.  

Positive & influential classes from people's own experiences involved engagement & active 

interaction and participation of students and faculty. Focused on learning how to think, rather 

than focusing on a specific knowledge base (though this often happened in the engaged classes -
- though learning the critical thinking skills).  

The need to stay current includes involving up to date technology, and learning how to 
create/use it to solve problems (including future problems).  

Does "influential" mean that it needs to be "positive" at the time?  

Students find it more valuable when they can view an immediate or long term application of the 

skills/knowledge in their lives (professional & personal).  

Faculty receptivity to students' own areas of inquiry, what students view as relevant & 

interesting. So the need for some faculty flexibility, and the understanding that there are 
multiple paths to reach core skills/competencies.  

The need for more in depth classes, and more advanced classes.  

Students don't always recognize what they need in terms of skills & core knowledge in order to 
be more successful. The need to show students the value of it.  

The LAC often involves a shift in learning environment (especially for freshmen) that focuses on 
them taking responsibility for their learning success and involvement.  

Classes that did require memorization or knowledge of "facts," the more positive experiences 

seemed to involve faculty who would acknowledge the dry aspect of that content, and then 

explain how it would be applied later (in other classes or later in the term or later in life) and be 
relevant eventually in their lives.  

Students tend to be more engaged when they see the relevancy.  

More positive learning experiences tend to happen in classes with adequately supported faculty. 

For example, reasonable class sizes, and active learning assignments that promote engagement 

with the material (such as discussions, essays, projects, etc.).  

Positive and influential classes involve faculty who are passionate about the topic and students, 

and interested in contributing to students' understanding of the world they live in.  

The institution should be at the forefront in promoting an on campus culture that values the LAC, 

and sees it as an integral part of what the university does. (e.g., so all faculty see the value, and 

promote it to students, rather than viewing it as classes students need to "get out of the way" so 
they can focus on their major classes).  

More influential LAC experiences are those that span the entire college career (e.g., freshman 

through senior level classes, including requirements at the jr. and sr. level which would apply to 
all students including transfer students).  



Include a "first year" experience for transfer students to orient them to the UNI ethos.  

Summary points: 

* independent, critical learning & thinking 

* faculty receptivity to students' own areas of inquiry and interests 

* concepts relevant to real life 

* engaged learning environment  

Subject: 
Table 13  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Marybeth Stalp - facilitator 
Susan Moore - recorder  

Courses that focus on common skills and knowledge base would be desirable in LAC  

Had small gen ed courses, many team-taught, that helped build skills in writing and speaking 

Serving on LAC committee, felt that LAC was dilluted by addition of too many experimental 
boutique courses  

Learned most from the harder instructors with most rigor in the coursework, students now seem 
to avoid the rigorous courses  

With the Rate My Professor and student evaluation, professors have incentive to be "easy" and 
not rigorous  

Group projects are not the solution in every situation  

Untenured professors live in fear of many things and assessment is emphasize, wonder if final 

exam in many courses are what the instructer wanted to teach or what the students could pass  

Enjoyed the fact that he could substitute a more advanced course for a 101 liberal arts course, 

courses not watered down - allowed him to get aquainted with concepts not explored in gen ed 
courses  

Faculty have to sell concept of gen ed to students and are fighting market trends, Parents and 

students select options based on cost  

Students not well served by taking gen ed courses at community colleges since not all created 

equal  

Could have own junior or community college so students could take gen ed courses at 

community college rates. Currently done at Boston University  

Have some here for international students with the remedial langua  

Have some here for international students with the remedial languages courses  

Course names should give a clue of what the course is about and the course should cover what 
the name indicates  

Extended adolescence up until age 35 has an impact on how students perceive the world and 

their attitudes toward education and teach a larger range of students (backgrounds, attitudes, 
and outlooks)  

Cultures, both international and local, have an impact 

Shouldn't be able to drops classes so late in the semester  

Courses with same course number should cover similiar course content  



Information literacy should be a component in LAC  

Subject: 
Table 14  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Thematic and immersive. Allowing to delve into problems in depth, find connections among 
different areas of knowledge.  

Close relationship with faculty.  

Challenging. Ability to try new things, explore different ideas.  

Different options, perhaps even different ways to fulfull the Core--immersive, small programs 

AND traditional LAC within same institution.  

Breadth of knowledge and of "modes of learning." Expose students to core of human knowledege 
and of how to ask questions and learn about the world.  

Take students out of comfort areas, expose to different areas, including the unfamiliar.  

Interdisciplinary. Seeing connections among different areas, different disciplines.  

Failure can be valuable too--examples of times when tried something and fell short, but learned 
from it.  

Sense of community, allowing to identify with something or somewhere. But also broadening, 
getting to see community as something more than the neighborhood they grew up in.  

Creativity. Encouraged to ask new questions and figure out on own how to find answers.  

Critical thinking, including about how topics affect us.  

Historical perspective important, providing some baseline to compare.  

Interaction, "active learning."  

Problem solving skills (creativity essential here).  

Background of knowledge about people, places, including perspective on that knowledge. This 
will allow us to ask questions, solve problems.  

Ability to synthesize knowledge to ask questions. Take knowledge learning across dicsiplines and 
make connections.  

Subject: 
Table 15  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

facilitator: Katherine Martin 
Scribe: Susan Wurtz  

~ a focused core of courses, as opposed to our current scattered shot-gun approach  

~goal = a common knowledge base shared by all UNI students 

~EARLY emphasized in freshman and sophomore years 

(taking these courses senior year lessens the value of them) 

 

~instead of capstone, a corner stone, for freshmen and transfers - with focus on value to be 

gained from liberal arts 

~every LA course includes a component that explains how that source fits in the LAC and how 

that course provides value 

~even if transfer students have an AA degree, they still need the corner stone 



~a "book of the year" can create a common experience 

~we COULD set it up so that there is one course that all incoming freshmen MUST take. 

~faculty on-board, deliberately build a connection from the common course to the faculty who 

teach upper division courses so upper division instructors can capitalize on what students come 

in knowing from that course 

~need rich interpersonal interaction between faculty and students 

~it provides prestige to the faculty who teach it 

~ strongly interdisciplinary -- after all, this is a UNIVERSE-ity 

~ show windows to a range of academic programs across campus 

~build in the expectation and the opportunity for students to take responsibility for their own 

learning experience and the learning experience of the others in the course 

~help students learn how to participate 

~model processes of critical thinking - encourage students to engage in those processes 

~present and apply course content with a global perspective 

~make appropriate use of information technology 

~be clear about the institutional culture of and expectation for "pro-active critical inquiry" but 

provide assistance for students who come from cultures that do not encourage such interaction 

(or even discourages it as disrespectful) 

~reality: higher education is all about getting a good job, how do we make the connection 

between LA and life after graduation? 

~connection with post-graduation life to make it valuable 

Subject: 
Table 16  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Difference between a Liberal Arts education and a general education. Latter is distributed, often 

disconnected, but provides, perhaps more freedom of choice for students. Former is more 

intrgrated, perhaps focused on the ways we communicate specialized knowledges. As a group, 
we have a mix of experiences.  

Facilitator: Julie Husband 
Scribe: David M. Grant  

Orientation to learning is important. Rather than oriented toward "getting a job," more oriented 

toward being an integrated, engaged thinker and citizen because they have a breadth and depth 
of knowledge and skills. Skills are not necessarily "work skills" or narrow, testable activities.  

Taking risks - on the side of both learner and teacher - can make for a rewarding educational 
experience.  

Investment - real, intellectual, integrated and critical investment by teachers who design a 

course of their own and by students who are really passionate about wanting to learn. This 

seems to work against the standard survey type course. So, student and faculty engagement 
TOGETHER makes for a positive educational experience.  

Cannot have a last-minute scramble for contingent faculty since faculty-student engagement 

necessitates long-term planning and preparation of courses.  

Smaller class sizes create a more positive learning environment. Capstone, First-year courses 

size of 20 - 25.  

Cross-cultural experiences either learning overseas or learning about the breadth of human 

culture, knowledge, and ingenuity.  

Faculty need to be supported to innovate, team-teach, offer cross-cultural or travel experiences, 
etc.  

Student expectations again: not a Club Med, party school, but an intellectual community.  



Orientation should include tours of classrooms, learning centers, and focused on the school as a 
learning place.  

A good learning experience requires ALL facets of the university: marketing, student life, faculty, 
administration, etc.  

Another condition is a student-centered environment. Not that students dictate the curriculum or 

course, but that we teach toward where the students currently are in order to move them/ grow 

them in directions different than they would otherwise. No empty vessel teaching, but creating 
environments for student learning.  

Visibility of innovation and good course design.  

Ideas: Guest faculty speakers in classrooms, newsletter about cross-disciplinary or integrated 
teaching.  

Summary Liberal Arts/ Gen Ed are different Conditions: small class size, student expectations, 

advertising and orienting students toward learning Integrated learning, not distributed Experts 
on campus connecting and collaborating Teacher and student engagement  

Subject: 
Table 17  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

This is a recollection--timed out while we didn't know we had to post intermittently to keep from 

timing out. 

 

What is the definition of the Liberal Arts Core? 

 

a series of core, diverse classes that produce well-rounded individuals who are creative, critical 

thinkers, 

 

produced engaged members of a collaborative, distributed community of learners 

 
courses must be combination of product and process  

Could create a very concise list of what the LAC stands for as a series of processes with content 

the framework for those processes--you have to have a topic to frame the discussion, solve the 

problem, argue the ethics, etc.  

Common experiences: 

*Socratic method--causes us to think and be uncomfortable--cognitive disequilibrium as a 

platform for learning 

*older person with 8th grade education had more knowledge, understanding, street smarts than 

younger person with PhD 

*relevance caused learning to happen when faculty made history real 

*faculty take risks too in psychologically safe environment 

*address millenials and their learning styles and skills in our courses 
*collaborative co-teaching across disciplines 

Something to consider in planning the revision of the Liberal Arts Core: 

 

New state licensing requirements for Elementary Education teachers will affect the courses 

students must take in the LAC--and with the numbers of El Ed undergraduates (1300+), demand 

for sections of specific courses will increase/decrease based on whether a specific course meets 

the state licensing requirements for content. Melissa Heston is most conversant about these new 
requirements, to be in place 9-1-15. JMU  



Discussions about spreading liberal arts courses across 4 years makes sense to us. How would 

this perspective affect the articulation agreements that Regents' universities are required to have 
in place with Iowa's community colleges? JMU  

Subject: 
Table 18  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Commitment and collaboration among faculty about what the LAC should be are important 

factors in careating a strong Core. 

 

The teachers need to be excellent teachers. 

 

Strong instruction + good administration/delivery go together to create a strong Core. Looking at 

curriculum alone will not be enough. 

Is the Core content, skills or both?  

Strong emphasis on writing is important, not just in the writing class. Emphasis on writing needs 

to be continued throughout the four+ years of students' study. 

 
Class size effects ability to provide strong preparation in writing.  

How do we develop skills in students who transfer to UNI? Put 9-10 hours of skills in Core and 

then put other hours of Core distributed. Faculty like this model better because it is not 

authoritarian and it deals with the resource problem. 

Exempt students from classes for which they have sufficient skill. This requires systems for 
testing.  

How can we create a narrative about culture that can be taken from one course to another? I.e., 

some common understandings and knowledge that can be carried from one setting to another. 

 

What should an educated person know? Education is not just a matter of skills, but also of 

common knowledge. 

 

As faculty, we have a responsibility to teach students what they need to know. Contrasting view: 

survey courses are boring to both faculty and students. How do we reconcile these views? 

Student and faculty engagement are both important. 

What preparation do we provide to faculty to teach in the Liberal Arts Core? What do we look at 

in their background as we assign them to LAC courses? 

 

How does the reward structure fit with teaching in the LAC? 

 

Do we want the Core taught totally by non-tenure-track faculty? 

 

Staffing of the LAC is an issue.  

 

Can we have the best liberal arts program (the goal set by President Allen) with a distributed 

program taught by non-tenure-track faculty? 

What can/should a faculty member be able to assume that students know when a student comes 

into his/her course? 

 

How can we create a Core that would allow faculty to know what to expect? 



How can we create a Core that helps students to see the connections among the courses they 

take in the Core, rather than seeing them as separate, unrelated entities? 

Part of what we need to do is to define "Liberal Arts faculty" as well as to determine what 

courses the Core should include.  

 

Expectations of faculty with respect to teaching in the Core need be clear at the point of hire. 

Subject: 
Table 19  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Scribe: Barry Wilson - Table 19 

 

Students need to understand value of LAC. Use of original sources was important and the best 

courses in LAC often came from master lecturers. Lectures can engage students. The 

assignments are also important in really engaging me in the material. Multiple views also seemed 

to help thought and engagement.  

Experience in LAC got me into subject material I would have never discovered on my own and 

which turned out to have great benefit.  

Need to communicate with parents as well as students regarding the importance of liberal arts in 
developing a well-rounded person.  

It was hard for me to understand how liberal arts applied to the "real world" but afterwards, it 

was clear to me how important those courses were. Students today seem to want "microwave" 

learning-- cook it quick and take it out.  

Liberal arts gave me a broad base of understanding. Liberal arts are also important for education 

majors as it provides much of their knowledge of the content they will teach. It's really important 
for students to understand the relevance of the LAC.  

Telling students that LAC is important is not helping so much as the actual experience that the 

students have. When the professor is passionate about the course and the mission of LAC, it has 

impact. We also tend to use adjuncts for much of this teaching and sometimes devalue the 

importance of teaching in the LAC among our own personal and institutional priorities and 

values. Need to walk the talk. Size of classes is not so important as the support given to profs 

who teach these classes. Perhaps it would be good to have more professional development for 
faculty to support good performance in large classes.  

Is there a way to bring cohesion to the LAC? What would it take for us to understand the LAC as 

a coherent and connected area of study?  

Suggest that a framework for LAC that captures the "big ideas" important to understanding 

would be important. Might help students understand the connections.  

Center for enhancement of teaching would really be helpful. Faculty support is important.  

Would be good if we could help faculty connect who share responsibility for teaching in LAC core 
and develop a formal or informal support base.  

Assignments in LAC need to be carefully developed. Initially, these were terrifying for me 
because they demanded so much and engaged me with the material.  

The new LAC gives us an opportunity to rebuild courses from scratch rather than just continuing 

what we have been doing in the past. Example given from current courses where clearly, 
rebuilding the course from the beginning is clearly needed.  



Liberal arts needs to be the central focus and each course has to be connected to the bigger 
picture and not just disconnected bits of content.  

Would be helpful to survey the alumni to gain their perspective on their appreciation of the LAC  

Subject: 
Table 20  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Facilitator: Jonathan Chenoweth 

Scribe: John Balong 

Members: John Vallentine, Barb Baker, Stan Lyle, Cindi Mason, John Burtis  

Key conditions and characteristics of positive learning experiences in liberal arts education: 

• student and faculty engagement in learning 

• quality content coupled with quality instruction 

• bringing about an "epiphany" moment--a defining monent, whether intellectual, 
cognitive, or affective  

• formalized training sessions and ongoing discussions among faculty focused on pedagogy 
and instructional techniques 

• continually emphasizing the "why" of the LAC and of the courses in the LAC 

Subject: 
Table 21  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Jim Davis, Table 21  

Perception can be that a course is simply a required course, and not part of any an intentional 
liberal arts core.  

Beneficial, influential, and positive: qualities of good liberal arts core.  

What kinds of courses were good? Interaction via small groups and instructor feedback. Hands-
on, primary source materials.  

Bigger thinking through interaction of subjects: e.g., philiosophy of science.  

Students unprepared for courses to have an effect on them during the early semesters of their 

college careers?  

First-year students-only courses: Deliberate emphasis on LAC through activities on campus, links 

with other courses.  

Asking students in LAC classes what they believe LAC means. Most don't have a clue.  

Distinguish between liberal learning and liberal politics.  

Distinguish between liberal arts and general education.  

Assignment to interview another professor about their thoughts on liberal arts. Get different 

perspectives, including negative.  

See comment 8. Follow-up is 1-page paper with their thoughts on liberal arts after discussion.  



Assignment: Work product from other class, with reflections on how that was influenced by their 
liberal arts experience.  

If college writing is simply foundational course, does that lessen its role as liberal arts 
component, or reduce it to technical knowledge.  

Difficult to have these courses percieved as positive experiences, and not simply beneficial and 
influential.  

"Positive" sometimes percieved as "easy," need to communicate value of "hard."  

Aliterate, not illiterate, students, who simply do not read, or choose to read rarely.  

Field experience supervisors: Best student teachers have observed their own learning abilities, 
and can better translate that to their students.  

Maximize flexibility and agility of mind.  

Opening up capstone course to interdisciplinary topics has been very successful.  

Striking that foreign language is not part of LAC.  

What are implications of integrating foundational subjects like oral communication into other 
courses instead?  

Large (or huge) sections vs. more sections taught by grad assistants and adjuncts.  

Community, belonging, engagment with smaller sections.  

How does faculty support affect quality of teaching, whether by professors or adjuncts?  

Summary: LAC courses presented as requirement or opportunity? What sense of centrality to 

university mission?  

Subject: 
Table 22  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Opportunities for critical thinking and multiple perspectives.  

The size or structure of courses doesn’t always  

Differentiate instruction helps develop those connections 

Helping students apply what they are learning, early, extensive, and ongoing field experiences. 

Providing opportunities for personal growth and reflection 

Ability to help students get the big picture 

When you are in your upper division, making sure connections exist back to the LAC. 
Contact with professor! 

Most Powerful, Positive, Influential Experiences 

Sociology courses helped with motivating the faculty in special education, looking at the 

sociology of disability, etc. 

Study Abroad experiences  

Interpersonal Communication Course: helped build connections –really helped get to know self 

and others better.  

Religion course that impacted sense of self, opportunity for writing and finding voice, 

Sociology – invited to the professor’s home, journaling, opportunity to hear perspectives of 

others and learn about self.  

Most courses in the 1960s were influential and promoted career  

Close contact with faculty and opportunities to interact with them outside of the classroom – 

opportunity to go into the community (visiting a penitentiary), local day care, etc. 

Being pushed outside of comfort zone, sense of being made to take courses that didn’t seem 

really relevant, but appreciating in now… logic course was so helpful, in developing habits of 



mind and systematic and philosophical grounding that helped with graduate work/dissertation 

Large lecture hall, “sage on stage” was very engaging and motivating 

++++++++++++++ 

As professors: 

Living learning communities – based on interests or themes that provided community, 

advisement, and opportunities to maintain a  

Academic Service learning – opportunities for integrating curriculum, met students needs,  

Opportunity for students to participate in clubs or taking students to conferences – serving as 

faculty advisor 

Feedback, opportunities to present and get engaged in community or broader audiences 

Make explict connections from LAC to students’ professional core  

Library connections are necessary to help students 

When teaching students in LAC, study skills and helping them make linkages to future field – 

growing commitment to fields. 

Helping provide students with real world connections to the content 

When teaching 25 students in intensive summer course – funded to have it become experiential 

application of theories and going out and doing it.  

 

 

 

Not good experiences: 

Environmental philosophy – not prepared for the texts  

Humanities – huge classes, video conference, no interaction,  

Visiting professor’s home – a little to informal 

the importance of logic and philosophy for later graduate work and engagement in 
research/scholarship.  

Facilitatior: Phyllis Baker 

Scribe: Sarah Semon 

Members:  

Chris Curran 

Susan Etscheidt 

MArilyn Mercado 

Frank Kohler 

James Kirk 
Susan Brennan  

Subject: 
Table 23  

Topic: Morning Topic  

Comments 

Facilitator: Jay Lees Table 23 
Scribe: Cyndi DUnn  

Participants: Jay Lees, Julie Lowell, Cyndi Dunn Latricia Hylton, William Clohesy, Maria Bascom, 
James Robinson Table 23  

As a professor, teaching survey courses forces me to get out of speciality, pull back, and look at 

entire sweep of subject. We get to focused on our specializations. Limited time forces you to 

figure out what's important, what really matters. Forced to think about connections to other 

areas outside our speciality: why does what I study matter? In the case of history-- how does 
Roman history, matter in the present? Why this should matter?  

"Students learn least when the professor talks; the most when they talk." He disagrees. A person 

learns the most when they are informed and instructed, rather than ignorant people exchanging 



ignorant opinions. A professor should be able to find that structure or pattern and transmit it to 
the students. Students should know more at the end of the hour than they knew at the start. 

We complain a lot about the poor preparation of the students. The LAC should allow us to help 
provide that "basic knowledge." Needs to be broad, not narrowly specialized.  

Don't just turn it over to the students for small discussion. But conducts a dialogue with an 

individual student, pulling interesting things out of them, then add in some additional students. 

Can have benefits of small discussion but done with class as a whole-- get more with professor 

as moderator. Students learn from each other how to be students. Modeling good behaviors. 

Concerns that honors program would pull out all the good role models and isolate them (turned 
out to not be as much a problem as he thought it might be).  

Person from academic learning center: Coordinator tutors for LAC courses in math & science. 

Sees problems of a lack of connectivity between LAC courses. Students see simply as a list of 

required courses-- no connections. Don't see the point if it doesn't connect with their 

interests/majors. Need to help them see that connection. She sees purpose as giving basic skills 

that will help them in whatever major. It needs to be "relevant" to the student. 

 

One professor requires students to write one paper for her course on how these ideas are 
relevant to their majors. Helps motivate students.  

On the issue of relevance: The purpose of LAC is not to help you with your career in a narrow 

sense, but to be a well-rounded, educated person who is broadly educated. Relevant to your 
humanity, your intellectual curiousity, not just your career.  

Strategic plan: We are supposed to be graduating a certain kind of student-- people prepared to 

deal with a global society and humanity. Does our LAC prepare students for that. "Global" is 
outside the box, outside your comfort zone.  

It's very rewarding to have students see connections with other courses. We shouldn't assume 

that the students will figure out the connections for themselves. It's true for 15%, but what 

about the rest. We as professors have to share a vision. It's not just about teaching facts.  

We assume other people's minds work the way that ours does, and we interact with other faculty 

who are also intellectuals. This leads us to faulty conclusions-- students don't necessary think the 

way we do, have the same perspectives-- we need to help show them the connections, not 
expect them to find them, because most won't.  

Importance of recognizing differences in teaching and learning styles-- we need to link up 
teaching with learning styles. DIfferent disciplines also call for different teaching/learning styles.  

Unless students themselves engage with the material in some way-- thinking about it, making 

connections for themselves, they're not learning. We can provide them with information, model 

good thinking, point them in the right directions, but they need to be thinking and putting these 
ideas together.  

Lecturing is not passe. Students can gain a great value from lectures. Conversely, discussions 
can be a waste of time in which one learns nothing at all.  

The value of a presentation can be measured by the ratio of notes to doodles!  

A university education needs to teach people how to think. Lecture can be important. But we also 

need to evaluate our effectiveness. It doesn't matter if I give a great lecture, if the students 
don't "get it."  

There are some instructors who should not be assigned to certain LAC areas if their teaching 

style conflicts with the best way to approach that material. When certain professors are 

consistently seen as problematic in student assessments, we should take those comments 
seriously.  



Except for the Humanities program, people who teach in the same category never talk to each 

other. We don't even share syllabi. People don't want to be forced to all teach the same thing-- 

but we should be talking and sharing ideas. The Humanities program has a great sense of 

community-- we need that across all parts of the core. Communication!  

Practical problems: THe LAC director has no authority. THe LAC Committee has tried to create 

"coordinating committees" for each area, and failed. THe deans wouldn't do it, the Faculty 

Senate claimed that they had no authority. Someone has to take the initiative to set it up. THere 
has to be a framework and someone has to make it happen. ***This is very important****  

The LAC lacks coherence. THe categories have no common objectives, outcomes, what the 
students are supposed to get out it. It's completely up to each individual professor.  

Summary: 

 

Benefits of being forced as both students and professors to think broadly, be forced out of our 

comfort zones. 

Lots of discussion about pedagogy-- lecture vs. discussion. 

The LAC currently lacks any coherence and consistency; faculty who teach in a given category do 

not communicate with each other.  

 

 

 

Afternoon Session –  It’s the year 2018 and UNI is well known throughout the higher education 

community in the U.S. for its Liberal Arts education. What does the LAC look like, feel like, sound like? 

What do you notice as you walk around classrooms, residence halls, the library, the union and the 

community as a result of our LAC?  

Subject: 
Table 01  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Subject: 
Table 02  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Subject: 
Table 03  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Student discussion groups about courses and experiences  

Impromptu intellectual discussions  

Posters on campus on common core questions--all over campus.  

The transition to being a college student would be improved, better, etc.  

Designated areas where different students, transfer, etc., could meet, where their needs would 

be met. 



 
We'd be meeting the needs of all of our diverse students.  

More on-line education?  

A person could come on to campus and ask a student, why are you taking the liberal arts core? 
And, they could give a coherent answer.  

A clear and articulated valuing of the life of the mind.  

We need to advertise ourselves as an "academic" institution, where ideas matter.  

We want our students to read!  

Dean of Liberal Arts education. Elevate the liberal arts so that there is administrative 
accountability and clout.  

An administrative structure that values LAC teaching.  

There would be more communication between different parts of the LAC so that the pieces make 

sense together, both to faculty and students.  

The best teachers, the most passionate teachers, are teaching in the liberal arts core.  

We need to have the resources to do this. The university needs to put the resources into the LAC 

so that it is valued. Fewer adjuncts teaching LAC courses--maybe! (We have some great 
adjuncts!).  

A reward system for teaching in the LAC.  

Faculty development opportunities are valued, desired, and helpful.  

The university needs to focus on what matters to us; cut out so many committees, task forces, 
etc., and let us focus on what it is that we think it important.  

Need to encourage a residential atmosphere so that students have time to hang out and talk 

about what they're learning, etc. Have faculty go to the dorms and have conversations about 
current events, movies, etc.  

Experiential learning on the weekends that connects students, departments, etc. Example: a 
habitat for humanity house that also has design elements for the design folks, art folks,etc.  

Over the summer "campus read." Invite the author to campus, etc. All faculty commit to being 
involved when the author comes to campus.  

Lively discussions in classrooms.  

Summary 

Ideas matter! 

Intellectual conversations on campus, on weekends--a change in the culture. 

Students and faculty can explain the purpose and value of the liberal arts core 

Administrative structure that has resources and clout 

Faculty development opportunities (fewer committees, etc. so that faculty can be involved) 

Campus residential atmosphere 

Lively discussions in classes 
University marketing includes statement that ideas matter at UNI!  

Subject: 
Table 04  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

4 -  



Oh no, don't time out!!!  

Vast majority of LAC courses taught by tenured/tenure track faculty, in small sized courses. 

 
Everywhere you would see people living the "life of the mind" - a thinking institution. 

Learning communities!  

Small, safe campus. 

 

Integrate tech into the classroom - find ways for everyone to be comfortable. But don't just go 

for the "flash", use it meaningfully.  

 

More faculty - staff - student interactions. 

Diversity seen on campus - cultural, racial. 

 

UNI students with world experience (Study Abroad). 

 
Expand experiential learning requirements - get them out of the state at least.  

Support for the diversity populations. 

 

Faculty development is highly invested/funded/supported. 

 

New faculty immersed into the university culture (they know many people resources outside of 

their department). 

 

Effective assessment activities - make it routine so that it is not a burden. 

 
LAC faculty meet regularly and make use of assessment information, as well as gather it. 

Balanced load of research and teaching, with the opportunity for course development. 

 

Teach students how to interact with a diverse population - get used to it! 

 
Cultural literacy.  

Students with summer study abroad experience. 

 

Residence halls - learning communities, in-house faculty. 

Freshmen/sophs - in same classes, on same floors. 
(start small with Honors, then expand to other programs, majors). 

Students in communities stay friends, connected throughout their careers at UNI. 

 

Library resources and writing center (ALC) people physically spread throughout the university. 

Include faculty in with this mix of references. 

 

Union - open more often, and more provided over the weekend. Students on campus over the 
weekend. Activities for students over the weekend.  

Students have the economic support to be able to stay on campus during the evening or over the 

weekend. 

 

Foundation talks to the faculty to find out what we need to keep this the best LAC place in the 

nation - student support and academic program support. And the Foundation actually does what 
we want!!! 



LAC - people understand and value it.  

 

In it - highly rigorous active learning. Has a core. Has different people from different disciplines 

looking at issues/content.  

 

Interdisciplinary. 

Subject: 
Table 05  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Table Five 

Facilitator: Lyn Countryman 

Scribe: Jake Rudy  

Q2: Posters of the five broad statements of the mission....a campaign advocating the LAC 

program. (much like the Imagine the Impact campaign posters across campus)  

Posters would feature opinions/advertise courses  

Q2: A really meaningful experience where I can go into my classroom and get to know my 

students. Some sort of common experience......common read, mandatory study abroad, service 
learning. A powerful learning experience that all can use.  

Q2: What if all of our incoming freshmen read "Postville" or "Methland"? You could approach the 

work from any discipline....natural sciences, literature, political science. Then that could be tied 

to service learning....Stanford freshmen had their DNA sequence ran for them, and that was their 
theme for the year.  

Q2: A common read is great, but it needs to be really integrated..."Caged Bird" and Angelou 

visit. 

 

Make it broader...a theme for the year (GVSU as an example) 

Q2: Forcing students to read a book might just be needed.  

Q2: I would like students across campus to be able to relate across classes and make 
connections across campus...excited about learning (especially outside of their major)  

Q2: Learning communities based around themes... in a Themes model.  

Q2: Educational programming in the res halls. Courses meeting in the res halls. Taking faculty 

into the students' spaces. "Not such a strict line between the classroom and the residence hall" 
Learning and living communities  

Q2: So many ways to connect with students...does it have to be face-to-face, set at a specific 

time, etc. 

 

Learning teams with blogs/documentation to show the flow of ideas...facilitated from office.  

 

Flexibility would be key. 

Q2: What about the library? Resources and usage has changed. 

 

Meeting with the librarian while doing research...making sure that students know how to best 
utilize their resources.  



Q2: Expanded use of online resources...for non-trad/distance  

Q2: I would like for students to know exactly what they'll gain/know for each year of enrollment, 

and they will take responsibility for collecting/reflecting on those things as they go. ePortfolio, 

etc.  

 

Constant reflection.  

 

Students create their own Capstone experience...with senior showcase. (HON Thesis) 

 

How to do it efficiently? (best use of faculty time) 

 
Depending on career goals...some type of senior project.  

Q2: What would students need to know? Life skills, an expanded definition of literacy: financial, 
emotional, human, wellness, information  

Q2: Should different majors require different courses? 

 

Should we stick to a small core that the majors build on top of? 

Q2: More integration with the res halls. Common campus feeling...common experiences. What 

do students come to UNI for? 

 

Truman State: freshman 1:1 involvement with a faculty member and a research project.  

 

Change testing. Not just midterms and finals. Writing/reflection 

 

A campus-wide research conference, not just individual colleges 

 
Academic pride/identity 

Summary: a meaningful common experience, academic pride/identity, and academic integration 

across campus (res halls, Maucker Union, Rod Library)  

 

Table Five Participants: 

 

Deedee Heistad 

April Chatham-Carpenter 

Justin Holmes 

Jason Lang 

Lyn Countryman 
Jake Rudy  

Afterthoughts: 

 

strong LAC leadership with political/financial clout --Office of Undergraduate Studies / 

Undergraduate Experience (FYE, LAC, etc) 

an interesting thematic approach (diversity, sustainability, etc) 

Coffee in the library (!) 

 

UNITED: University of Northern Iowa - Together Engaging in Diversity ....now what.... 

 

"We are UNITED" 

 

University-wide community service events (Faculty and students build a Habitat for Humanity 

house) 



 

 

A deep discussion and partnership with the Division of Student Affairs, at all levels and 

departments 

 

Subject: 
Table 06  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Moderator - David Saunders 
Scribbler - Chris Neuhaus  

Will there be halls? Will there be a campus?  

People still matter ... more person-person interactions!  

Students are yet more engaged in global issues.  

Students are much more aware - more spontaneous - able to act (both locally or globally),  

Evidence of greater curiousity.  

More talk about learning ... less about jobs. More talk/tweets/blogs about ideas. The spoken 
language will change ... less vocational more ideational.  

More students active in the local community and state.  

Shorter majors.  

More students changing majors.  

More students getting double majors.  

Less transfer students.  

People throughout Iowa (and beyond) would know exactly why you would prefer to spend four 

years at UNI rather than two years at _______ Community College and the last two years at 
UNI.  

Much greater numbers of out-of-state and international students.  

Subject: 
Table 07  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Subject: 
Table 08  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Students will have more interdisciplinary courses that will give them varied skill sets. These 
interdisciplinary credits will counted within the LAC.  

I would like to see muticultural/multiracial sets of students discussing critical issues across their 

interdisciplinary courses. 

 



Students will move from passive intellectiualism to more active social consciousness and 
engagement.  

I want our students to have dispositional understandings around equity, social justice, and 
inclusivity.  

Students have an articulated understanding of the applied nature of the liberal arts. Students 
recognize the importance of praxis.  

The cadence of the culture would be interdisciplinarity. The students will see the palbable 
enthusiam of faculty working in cross-disciplinary projects.  

We have a 100% retention between the first year and the sophmore year because students are 

entusied about their courses and can showcase how their learning is applied to their majors. LAC 
is more than just a checklist.  

Learning occurs outside our comfort zones and different peoples comfort zones are different so 

we must create opopurtunities for all students to be pushed outside of their individual boxes. We 
need not only international oppurtunities, but also national diversity oppurtunities.  

Subject: 
Table 09  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

a  

xx  

Common language 

Positively regarded 

Faculty supported for teaching 

Students don't see LAC as an afterthought, they enjoy it 
Integrated  

People from all disciplines interacting a lot together 

Interchange of information 

More international students, higher % of minority students 

Within Library - more integration with other campus units, people from Writing Center, Math 

Center in the Library 
A Liberal Arts Core faculty  

A lot more across campus work to engage with students & give them best educational experiece 

Interdisciplinary campus speakers and intellectual events 

Special events advertised through the program 

Students excited about courses in LAC & thus motivated to go to speakers 

Students on scholarship to study Liberal Arts  

Revitalization in facilities, more in tune with today's students 

Independent studies where students could use their jobs to tie into the LAC curriculum 

Possible integration of student employment into LAC 
Everyone (faculty students) talking about outcomes  

Time and opportunities for deep thinking and reflection by faculty and students 

Faculty driven 

Opportunities and time scheduleded for work on LAC and outcomes assessment (cancel class for 

a day and have an "Assessment Day") 

More campus-wide discussions on LAC related topics 



More faculty interactions among different disciplines 
More faculty/student interactions among different disciplines  

More interactions (faculty/faculty and faculty/student) outside of the classroom 

Basic skills/Liberal Arts/Majors 

All faculty (even those not teaching LAC courses) have a good understanding and buy-in to LAC 

Parents are supportive of LAC  

Liberal Arts Core information VERY PROMINENT on the UNI homepage 

Courses meet outcomes but in a variety of ways (including non-traditional) FUN ways 

Field trips/experiential opportunities 

Diversity of student body is matched by the diversity of offerings in the LAC 
Students more engaged in the community  

Faculty rewarded & recognized for teaching in LAC 

LAC teaching becomes a higher priority 

Collaboration between faculty members in different colleges and departments 

Reduced organizational barriers to cooperation 

Create organizational opportunities for cooperative efforts 

More involvement of those who are not in the classroom everyday - the Library, Student Services 

- go beyond the academic departments 

There would be no more articulation agreements with Community Colleges for LAC credit 

UNI become more effective in helping Community Colleges develop courses that better serve the 

LAC 
More defined and differentiated roles for Community Colleges and UNI  

Subject: 
Table 10  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Students should be reading, gathering information, but gathering information from long format 

forms (books, scholarly articles) and not just from a single screen webpage (see The Shallows). 

Students should be able to read/listen to/look at and follow an extended argument.  

Let's rethink what is a classroom. The four walls alone are not a classroom. Virtual world can 

come in, we can all leave. Classroom walls can be extended across the world. Collaborative 

teaching with people from other places. Also makes clear the central role of co-curricular 
activities and service learning/community engagement activities.  

Students needs to be able to write in paragraph structure by end of sophomore year (preferably 

by the time they are admitted, but lets be realistic). And this is not just about writing in 
paragraph form, but also thinking and speaking in paragraph form.  

Written assignments need to actually be graded as writing assignments.  

Faculty need to be invested in providing in depth assignments, reading them closely, and 

providing in-depth feedback. Changes in LAC are all for naught if faculty are not invested in 

creating asignments that induce learning and achieve objectives. A campus climate in which 

faculty are accountable to their assignments, and constantly revisit syllabi to work them toward 
objectives is essential.  

A climate in which students are invested and engaged in their own education is necessary. 

Where students understand that hard work is necessary to learning. Where students understand 

the bankrupt nature of the banking model of education, where students are passive vessels into 

which knowledge is poured. Learning takes work, and a willingness to play . . . with ideas. 



Perhaps, in an e-portfolio, students can track their own learning. The portfoloio tracks what they 
have learned, not the classes they have taken.  

A fully implemented program would enable us to see a total transformation in student 

responsibility -- students would understand learning is a process, something that progresses 

across time. Learning is not about innate intelligence or skill, but is about a progression of 

knowledge and skills.  

In 2018, the classroom is the community. In history, students design exhibits for museum. In 

art, students develop an exhibition. In health, they are at the foodbank researching buy local, 

doing nutrition education. All this service learning should be research based. See Fordham U. for 

service learning model. With service learning, attend to difference to volunteerism and service 
learning, where research is the foundation of the service learning process.  

Need to make sure we account for transfer students.  

In 2018, we no longer accept mini-mesters as credit. Nor do we accept high school credit if 

taught by someone with only a BA/BS degree. To get credit, the teacher needs to have at least a 

master's in the subject being taught and be in partnership with a university, teaching with a 
college level syllabus.  

Students can only get credit for LAC if the LAC courses meet our LAC objectives (and not just 
have the same title).  

Question is: what do students look like, sound like, feel like. Students will be diverse. Students 

will engage in all sorts of topics of conversation. UNI should look more like Waterloo and less like 

Cedar Falls. Students should talk to each other, not just text each other. Need more age 

diversity, so maybe more night-time classes. The DREAM act has passed, and children of 

immigrants are receiving college educations also changing the look of the campus.  

Summary: We solved all the problems (grin). 

In 2018, faculty are assigning rigorous assignments that require intense engagement to grade, 

and which generate learning in the students, not just from the doing of the assignment, but also 

from the student reading feedback from the faculty. 

In 2018, students have taken ownership of their learning, tracking their own progress on 

achieving objectives. They attend college to become engaged citizens and educated people. 

In 2018, the campus looks diverse (age, immigrant status, race, etc.), sounds lively, and feels 
alive.  

Subject: 
Table 11  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

a different kind of LAC structure.....portfolio is supremely liked by student and faculty because it 
allows for a demonstration of freedom of thought, expression, belief  

even secondary literary texts can be used for good intellectual analysis  

students take care to be in charge of their education  

students are committed to learning, wanting to read and discuss, and listen and digest and they 
experience a wealth of ideas emerging into their consciousness .....  

we are not seeing them as vessels that we fill with knowledge -- but we do know more and we 

are directing them and facilitating their journey, getting obstacles out of the way for their own 
growth into the Human Mind.....  

student centered, interactived, inter disciplinary,,,,, -- 

level of engagement  



 

 

not just a standard do a paper but do an outline and lecture on a movie, present in class 

 
service learning  

take art studio classes so they experience practice of subskills involved in art as well as in 

science. 

 
complement that with public service and "mindfulness" of some form of meditation  

practice a musical instrument or painting, dance, some art form whose practice teaches as much 

 

emotional intelligence and athletic achievement given credit....... 

ways to think outside the box of traditional essays  

 

radical and revolutionary -students define their own LAC curriculum....... 

 

decentered classrooms -- how would they look like? 

Group learning -- collaborative learning --  

loud, noisy classrooms -- in Union, see community of scholars talkinig about intellectual things. 

 

books will be valued more than ever.......with technology galore in the library, too. 

 

Coffee house in Library -- retro back to 50s, Beat generation, Greeks --  

 
Guest speakers accessed through Internet  

Subject: 
Table 12  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

ju  

We have been assuming immersion in a classroom. In 2018, we envision fewer traditional 

classrooms because there are more options for alternative course delivery (i.e., online courses, 
hybrid courses, etc.)  

Students look forward to taking LAC courses - less time is spent by faculty and administrators 
defending them.  

Outcome assessment is based on best practices and is embedded in the learning process.  

Our current university picture is of a fully residential university community. In 2018, we will still 

see cohorts living the college experience in person even if there are online options. The 
university will be proactive in advocating the residential component.  

There will be more student-led educational opportunities - they will see the value in seeking 
these out and bringing them into the 'classroom'  

LAC is no longer seen as competing with the majors, they complement majors in the whole 
educational experience.  

There will be more ability-based courses (similar to Alverno college)  

Students will work in learning community hubs within library spaces. The library will be a 

gathering place - a place for convergence of the knowledge base and the digital technology.  



The university will have excellent detailed tracking mechanisms of student learning experiences.  

Faculty and students will have easy and frequent access to student portfolios for tracking 
progress.  

The LAC foundation is integral to the majors. Students will continue to meet LAC competencies 

throughout their major. Faculty will have the LAC competencies in mind as they develop new 
courses.  

LAC competencies are woven into the upper level classes, i.e. junior and senior major classes.  

Since we do not spend money on traditional classrooms, we will have state-of-the art discipline-

specific labs that encourage active learning.  

Since the need for large classroom space has decreased due to online learning, we will have 

state-of-the-art discipline-specific labs that encourage active learning.  

There is greater flexibility in the structure of academic terms based on curriculum needs. 

Different timelengths are available for courses (similar to what is provided during the summers 
now - 4. 6, 8 weeks).  

More LAC courses will be linked to community engagement opportunities.  

Community, regional, national and international outreach opportunities are integral parts of 
educational experiences.  

Participants: 

Barb Weeg 

Brenda Bass 

Deb Deemer 

Howard Barnes 
Gowri Betrabet Gulwadi (scribe)  

Subject: 
Table 13  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

All students take the same set courses  

Whatever it is, it is NOT the Lincoln model because it is not intuitive and too complex for our 
institution. By 2018, Lincoln has changed  

Students are engaged in active learning and thinking about classes outside of class  

UNI not a suitcase campus  

Augmenting comment 1, instead of set courses, everyone have common levels of competencies 
(mathematics, Western Civ., Eastern Civ./global persepectives, science, literature, etc.)  

There is a set of basic skills that would be built on throughout the curriculum.  

Base LAC on honors programs model  

Stop accepting AP credits  

Small courses with more of them writing intensive throughout the entire four years  

Every incoming student reads the same book  

Course catalog descriptions and sylllabi should match  

Subject: 
Table 14  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  



Comments 

a  

Engagement & integration: the LAC could provide a true feeling of common purpose.  

Co-curricular activities--speakers, arts events, etc.--viewed as part of the learning experience. 
Ties into the LAC, or at least seen as serving the same purposes of the LAC.  

LAC contributes to vibrant teaching environment.  

Experiments with new ideas. For example, learning communities--students living in same dorm, 
taking classes together.  

Cooperation across departments/colleges on research, teaching, community-oriented 
research/service.  

Support for teaching--promoting experimentation in classroom.  

Civic/social engagement, service learning, experiential learning integrated with curriculum.  

Students involved with important questions, applying learning to contemporary events. Students 
engaged with their community, including university community.  

Resources on campus are directed toward promoting the liberal arts mission of the university.  

Teaching is valued on campus. The PACs, Heads, Deans, view quality teaching as important in 

reviews, promotion & tenure.  

As-is, the message we often get in this process is that once we're getting good feedback on 

teaching, there's not much point in putting more effort into it. Better to focus on research at that 

point.  

Faculty want to participate in the LAC, but are also rewarded for it or given incentives to do it. 
They're also given development support.  

Attitude from ground up--Admissions, Students, Faculty, Advisors--is POSITIVE toward LAC, sees 
it as the basis of everything we do, the foundation of learning at the University.  

LAC contributed to an atmosphere of encouraging students to ask questions, take risks, be 
creative, and this infuses the overall atmosphere of learning at UNI.  

Cooperative atmosphere among faculty to share ideas, strategies for classroom success.  

LAC contributes to matching faculty with complementary teaching & research interests, facilitates 
cooperation and collaboration on campus.  

Subject: 
Table 15  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

~ more students coming to us as freshmen rather than transfer students 

~ active engagement (by both students and faculty) in all of the speakers and performance 

opportunities on campus 

~ more community engagement 

~ social interaction among faculty and students  

~ spontaneous self-organizied events and interactions.. debates, projects, etc. 

~ intramural athletic endeavors that involve students and faculty 

~ spontaneous intellectual conversations in the union, lounges and hallways 

~ two distinct student populations, the "haves" who came to UNI as freshmen and the "have 

nots" who went to community colleges 



 

Characteristics: 

~easy to understand 

~focused by being tied to some level of common-experience 

~TIED TO A THEME THAT IS ACTIVE THROUGHOUT ALL CAMPUS ACTIVITIES AND ACADEMIC 

PROGRAMS, i.e., sustainability 

~tied to post graduation outcomes 

~broad-based across university programs 

~content that is globally relevent 

~acknowledged by some form of certification 

~reinforces expectations for and ability to deal with change ... LEARNING FOR THE SAKE OF 

KNOWING HOW TO LEARN 

~ understanding the value of and how to be a life-long learner 

~enhances individuality and encourages students to not feel a need to blend in 

~ ready to create and embrace emergement outcomes and successes, NOT BOUND BY RIGID 

OUTCOMES ASSESSMENTS 

~rewards creativity, innovation, spontenaity 

~DOES NOT ADD TO THE CLERICAL TASKS FACULTY ARE EXPECTED TO COMPLETE 

~readily available support for faculty to develop innovations in content and processes 
~  

ammendment to the above: 

~ ready to create and embrace EMERGEMENT outcomes and successes,  
~ ready to create and embrace DIVERGENT outcomes and successes  

Subject: 
Table 16  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

First, people deeply engaged in reflective work (reading, being on line, solitary learning and 
reflection). Second, intellectual discussions in social milieus - union, residence halls, library, etc.  

Talking between classes about intellectual matters.  

Discussions/ issues anchored here on campus, but brought out into the broader Cedar Valley 
community.  

Balance between common books/ courses and individual choice/ freedom.  

More visits from notable figures, e.g., Dalai Lama.  

Variety of grass-roots, more or less spontaneous events, exhibits, traditions that are playful and 
fun, but also intellectually stimulating. e.g., MIT annual pranks, performance art, etc.  

More undergraduate research/ exhibits/ performances.  

No grades, but evaluation of outcomes.  

Whole cultural shift -- visitors and future students sitting in on classes.  

More emphasis on non-competitive sports/ athletics.  

Cultural shift where Liberal Arts are central, connecting mind, body, community, and 
environment as intellectual and real-world problems in common.  

Sustained, high-quality speaker series that is integrated with academic/ LAC coursework and 
university life.  



Course on the culture of alcohol consumption: different cultures, different times, social 
conditions, etc.  

Thursday night fun activity that integrates LAC and student social activities.  

Student and faculty research goes beyond the bounds of the campus and structured 
conversations.  

Laughter!  

LAC staffed by highest-paid faculty. Would indicate a real priority of the LAC.  

Or, staffed by most successful teachers (according to student evals)?  

K - 16 educational program, mission, and curriculum; one that informs the state's programs and 
influences others in the nation.  

Participants: Julie Husband 

Rick Vanderwall 

Anne Myles 

David Grant 

Beth Van Meeteren 

Carolyn Hildebrant  

Subject: 
Table 17  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

In some ways same question as this morning.  

 

Want to see students more engaged and excited to participate. Not just here to get a job but an 
"I LOVE LEARNING" attitude.  

Students engaged in participatory learning. Using critical thinking to examine situations, identify 

problems, and find potential solutions. 

 

See themselves as participatory member of community. 

 

Committment to service learning. 

 

Participatory learning.  

 

Communication is facilitated through a vast array of media. Global use of technology. 

 
Connection is important.  

Peace comes from understanding people. Communicating and listening to each other. Be aware 

of self and others.  

 

Encourage taking risks. 

 

See students outside discussing, debating issues and books.  

 

Social justice component. Produce community of people that can do conflict 

management/resolution. 

 

Creativite energy. 



 
Disposition of respect.  

Reasoned judgement. We can argue respectfully with facts. 

 

Engaged community.  

 

Broad diversity of staff, faculty and students excited by being involved. 

 
Integrative liberal arts core.  

Rethink traditional deparetments. 

 

Interdisciplinary. Break down walls of traditional disciplines. 

 

2018 will exist within a context and a system that will need to change. 

 

Green campus. 

Access to lower priced education. 

 

Students have viable options besides liberal arts education and CHOOSE this because it's what 

they really want. 

 

Students are listened to. Articulation throughout the program. Two way communication. 

 

Liberal arts program can broaden a student's world. Exposure. 

Using technology to bring in the rest of the world. 

 

Can this be done in a non-elitist way??  

 

Seminar approach that allows for community discussion AND going out into world to learn. 

Subject: 
Table 18  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

a  

We have discussions about learning outcomes and what is working and working that include 

students and community as well as faculty. 

 

The community is part of the learning environment--not just what happens on campus. 

 

There are common understandings of learning outcomes that reach across academic and student 

affairs. Learning is seen as more than what happens in the classroom. Learning is seen as 

continual--and not just for students; it is ongoing after graduation. People see the campus as a 

place that energizes them.  

Students would have interests that they want to pursue with learning activities. They have a 

passion for something. 

 

We nurture and engage students in their passions for learning. 

 



If we can hook into students' passions, we can teach them writing, speaking, history. 

 

We understand how students learn and use that knowledge is how we approach the educational 

process.  

 

We have such an interesting learning environment that students want to come to UNI right 

away. 

 

We help students learn how to use the information they can find so easily on the internet. We 

get beyond facts to understanding, decision-making, problem-solving. 

Fewer concepts, deeper undertstanding, higher order of thinking--an approach for us to 

consider? 

 

Students see the value of knowledge beyond the credentials their education provides. 

Students have a one-on-one connection with at least one faculty member. 

 

Students are highly engaged in their learning through projects. partnerships, collaborations with 

faculty, peers, community, students at other campuses . . . . 

 

Students have and take advantage of opportunities to connect with others who are different from 

them.  

 

We consciously connect students with opportunities for growth--such as international travel--

even if the time to graduation will take longer. 

 

We give students opportunties to share and celebrate their learning and experiences. 

 

We offer students flexibility and options to add to their education, including online learning, 

international or national study. 

 

Students are aware of how they learn and reflect on their learning. 

 

 

Subject: 
Table 19  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Subject: 
Table 20  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Students who are globally conscious (e.g. awareness of current global issues; increased number 

of students who study abroad; increased number of students who study abroad in non-English 

speaking countries;  

 

Globally conscious also means increased connections with others (e.g. community; different 

cultures, etc.) 

 

There was little discussion of the fine arts this morning. 



 

Meaningful exposure to the fine arts; engagement in the fine arts. 

 

Students as advocates; students passionate about issues.  

 

Students having civil discourse; ability to disagree and interact appropriately. 

 

Ability to communicate with others  

 

Lively (educated) discussions about a range of topics 

 

Increased level of preparedness/investment for class. 

Gathering places for academic pursuits (e.g. group study sessions; group projects; collaborative 

efforts) 

 

Increased participation/attendance at events on campus (presentations, performances) 

 

Increased information literacy (critically examining information) 

 

Increased media literacy 

 

To have an engaged student body we need an engaged faculty. To be engaged faculty need time 

to be present at campus events. Increased workload has led many to retreat. 

 

In 2018 UNI students will be good at speaking, writing, debate, and critically evaluating 

information. 

 
Students will see the arts as vital and functional.  

Students will appreciate different views. 

 

New metaphors for our LAC! Our metaphors are stable and unmoving. 

UNI liberal arts education uses contemporary technology.  

Students are technologically literate; students can evaluate the value of technology in their 

pursuits.  

Subject: 
Table 21  

Topic: Afternoon Topic  

Comments 

a  

Table 21, Jim Davis  

Ample resources--money--would be needed.  

Good faculty-to-student ratio, interactive faculty.  

Support for faculty teaching these courses.  

More interaction among faculty about teaching, as opposed to research. A value on teaching, 
including in rewards system.  

If more service is expected in LAC, then more emphasis among faculty on service.  

Major programs remain strong and vibrant.  



Major programs not diminished to improve LAC.  

Capstone course provides ability for students to bring learning from many disciplines.  

Collecting, managing, and assessing of success is by students as well as by faculty.  

LAC benefits from discipline scholarship and vice versa. Scholarly activity involved in both.  

Scholarly work in liberal arts assignment encouraged.  

Further away from "introduction" courses and toward more thematic courses (e.g., justice).  

Depth and breadth.  

Large lectures combined with small discussion groups?  

Vastly more interactive, collaborative faculty.  

As much faculty learning as student learning.  

Conferring with colleagues becomes as much a norm as meeting classes.  

Learning experience for students, not indoctrination.  

Students recognize principles and methodologies of different disciplines.  

A physical community of campus (classrooms, dorms, library, union) still exists.  

LAC so effective and value so recognized that it's not considered something to "pass out of" or 
skip over.  
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Facilitator: Jay Lees. Scribe: Cyndi Dunn. 

 

A different question: What skills, knowledge, perspectives, and attitudes would we want a UNI 

graduate to have?  

Start with the outcomes developed for the first-year experience and build on them for what we 
want our graduating seniors to have.  

Write well, read well, be literate in cultures, science, math. Can we get beyond those cliches? 

 

Build on previous work on learning outcomes, what exists that we can build on, improve on. 

People have, for instance, done work on writing assessments, and how to measure ability at 

different levels. 

 

Eng Dept. had proposal: everyone takes the basic Reading & writing course. Then, everyone 

takes two additionial writing intensive courses, that could be in any discipline.  

In an ideal world: AN institution that is given the resources to actually implement all these great 

ideas. Need a genuine commitment to the liberal arts core: put our money where our mouth is. 
LAC needs to be top priority when allocated resources.  



Every category has an on-going faculty discussion group, participation is normal and expected. 
Other types of duties, reports etc. have to be lightened up to make time for this.  

LAC teaching should be regarded as the cream of hte crop. Prestige. THe very best faculty.  

At Faculty Senate retreat, became apparent that for faculty who only teach in their majors, they 
often look down on teaching in the LAC. This varies a lot across depts.  

There is no structure, no rewards. Teaching in the major is always valued over LAC. 

 

There was a conscious decision in the 1970s to deemphasize GenEd in favor of developing strong 

majors. Shift from valuing generalists to valuing specialization and publication over teaching. 

 

That process needs to be reversed. We need to ask faculty: what can you contribute to the LAC? 

Are you willing to join a community of scholars who are committed to liberal arts teaching. 

 

Turn it upside down: Create a new VP of LAC. Faculty must apply to join and teach within the 

LAC, only the best faculty are permitted to join and teach in the LAC. THey may occassionally be 

loaned out to depts. and teach in the major.  

Hiring of new faculty: give priority to lines that will contribute to the LAC.  

Bring back the Center for the Enhancement of Teaching.  

"Assessment" has gotten out of hand. But professors should anticipate a process of feedback.  

Our library will still have books.  

Our discussions of improving pedgagogy should not be limited to the LAC. We should be teaching 

writing in every single major on this campus. We should teach critical thinking in every major on 

campus. A lot of what we're talking about here in terms of improving student learning should be 
pervasive on campus.l  

If you look purely in terms of student credit hours, the LAC generates more student tuition 
revenue than it is allocated.  

LAC Coordinator would have to have authority to assign courses to professors and vice versa, set 

class sizes, determine number of sections etc. THis would mean a substantial shift of power from 
dept. heads and deans.  

Increase foreign language requirement to two-years. Set by proficiency level (intermediate 
level), must be met by either coursework at UNI or proficiency test.  

There would be feedback from the five year reviews. People who teach in category X would all 

receive a copy of the review for that category. THen they would actually get together and discuss 

it. Currently people spend all this time writing the stupid reports and no one but the LAC 
Committee ever reads them. People who teach in the category aren't even given the report.  

Assess the writing of our students. Students who lack a minimal competency would have to take 

some type of remedial course to achieve that competency. 

 

One model: All students have a required essay. All faculty read and assess on a pass/fail basis. 

 

ANother model: If a student hands in a paper that the professor views as unacceptable in writing 
level, they are required to take a writing course.  

How do we get student buy-in? 

 

Writing courses-- have topical choices so that students can write about something they are 

passionate about. Similarly with oral comm, have choices among a variety of topics so they can 
take a course to practice these skills on topics they already find engaging.  



Need a strong LAC Vice President who has the power to devote resources to the LAC, assign 

professors etc.  

 


